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ABSTRACT 
We show that for A ranging over n X n circular& with three ones in each row, 
where n is prime, Iimiuf]detA]l/” > 1. For a subfamily containing almost aII A’s this 
limiuf is in fact 1.38.. . . We alsO compute the permanents of a certain family of 
matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S,( k, k) denote the set of ail n X n (0, 1)-matrices each of whose row 
sums and column sums is k. Erdos and RCnyi [2] have conjectured that 
hminf(perA)“” > 1 
for A E S,(k, k) with fixed k > 3. This paper is an attempt to provide 
information on this question. Some related work was done in [l], [3], and [4]. 
Erdos and Renyi’s conjecture is a sort of weakened form of the van der 
Waerden conjecture that per B > n!/n” for all doubly stochastic matrices B. 
In fact if the van der Waerden conjecture holds, then 
(per A)“” > (n!)““(k/n). 
We show that for A ranging over circuhmts in S,(3,3), and n restricted to 
primes, 
Iiminf]detA]‘/” > 1. 
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In the process we prove that for almost all circulants of this type 
IdetA]“” + 1.38135... 
as n tends to infinity over primes. 
Then we show that for certain families of non-circulants [not in S,(3,3)], 
can be made arbitrarily close to 1. 
2. DETERMINANTS OF CIRCULANTS 
Let P be the n X n permutation matrix with ones in all locations (i, i + 1) 
modulo n. Then by multiplying by a power of P, any circulant in S,(3,3) can 
be reduced to the form Z+ P” + Pb for some a, b. If n is prime, such a 
circulant can further be reduced to the form Z+ P+ Pk by conjugating by 
permutation matrix Q, where qij = 1 iff aj E i (mod n). We have 
per(Z+P”+Pb) > (det(kZ-+P”+Pb)]. 
The eigenvalues of P are 1, [, E2, .. . , En- ‘, where E is a primitive nth root of 
unity. Thus 
PROPOSITION 1. LetOifori=1tobbetheroot.sofy”+6,y”+6,=0, 
where Si= 2 1. Then 
Idet(Pb+6,P”+6,)1 = h lO;-ll. 
i=l 
Proof We write gti+-Eai+l as 
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Then the product of all the $h + [“’ + 1 is a product of terms of the form 
(-l)“jpi-~i) = (-1)“(0;-1). n 
COROLLARY 2. Zf we fix a, b and let n increase, 
approaches the product of all the lOi1 which are > 1 if we e&u& values of 
n such that an nth root of unity OCCUTS among Oi. 
PTOOf. If lOi1 > 1, lo:- II’/” approaches I@,[. If IOiJ < 1, IO;- II”” 
approaches 1. Suppose IOil = 1. Then for Oi, 
1 = I ybl = II* yal = 2 _+ 2cosau, 
where y = e’“. Therefore y a = k e L2r/3. Therefore y is a root of unity of 
order at most 6a, and 10: - II’/” will approach 1 excluding cases when 
0;=1. m 
LEMMA 3. Let a and b be positive integers, and let c = a/(a, b) and 
d = b/(a, b). A root of unity will occur among the roots of yb + (- l)e+fya+ 
(-1)f iff c-2d~O (mod 3), c&O (mod 3), d&O (mod 3), and either c=e 
(mod 2) and d = (mod 2) or e-f r0 (mod 2). 
Proof. A root of unity occurs among the roots of the given equation iff 
one occurs among the roots of y d + ( - l),+fyc + ( - 1)f. As in the proof of 
Corollary 2, y ’ = ( - 1) w where w is a primitive cube root of univ. Then 
yd=(-l)f(--W-l)=(-l)f& 
Since (c,d)=l, y= yrc+Sd for some T, s. Therefore y = (- l)k~i for some 
k, j. Substituting this into the equations for yc and yd, we obtain the 
equations of the lemma. n 
LEMMA 4. For O<x<7~/2, l+fie” has the fnm reie for r>O, 
0<0<2x/3. 
Proof. This amounts to 
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This inequality is trne at x = n/2 and x = 0 and at the only critical point of 
the difference function, arccos (l/a ), in the interval. n 
LEMMA 5. Let u be a number of the form 
2k?r-e?7 
2b-a 
such that bu E (f + 1) + z/2 (mod 2 ), CT w ereO<x<4rr/9+LetR, betheset h 
of complex numbers reiQ such that 
1 =G T < 3l’b, 
x 
u<0<u+----- 
6b-4a * 
Then if b > 2a, the equation 
yb + ( - l)e+fya + ( - 1)f 
has a root in the set R,. 
Proof. Let f(x) = - zb and g(z) = (- l),+f? + (- 1)f We will show f(RJ 
> g(R,) and apply a fixed point theorem. 
From the definition of u it follows that 2bu c au + en (mod 2~). There- 
fore the function (- l>,+fz’ will send R, to the set R ’ given by 
1<rf3a’b<fi,f7r+~<O<f~+~+ax/(6b-4a).Wehave 
ax 
*+ 6b-4a 
Therefore for z E R’, I( - l)f+ zI > V2 > 1. Also it is true that I( - l)f+ zI = 1 
+ fi < 3. We may determine the extremes on the angles of (- l)f+ z by 
considering the points exp( fd + xi) and fi exp[fii + ati/(6b -4a)]. The 
former will go to a point at an angle of f+r + x/2, and the latter will go to a 
point at an angle less than or equal to 
by Lemma 4. But 
bx = ‘+ 
2 6b-4a’ 
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Therefore g(R,,)Gf(h). Both f,g are l-l on R,. Therefore f-‘g is a 
well-defined continuous function from R, to itself. It will have a fixed point 
z, which will be a root of y b + ( - l),+Zy ” + ( - l)f. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 6. Let a and b be positive integers and a < b. There exists a 
constant c > 1 such that for every a, b we can choose e, f such that 
liminfldet[Z’b+(-)e+fpa+(-)f]J1/n > c. 
Proof. By Lemma 3 we can choose e,f so that the determinant is 
non-zero for every n. Then the liminf will be the product of the absolute 
values of all roots of y b( - l),+Zyy. + ( - 1)f which have absolute values larger 
than 1, by Corollary 2. This product will be the same for mb, mu as for b, a if 
m is an integer. Therefore we may assume (b, a) = 1. Also it will be the same 
for b, a as for b, b - a, since this change is equivalent to replacing y by l/y, 
and the product of the absolute values of all roots of the equation is 1. All 
roots of the type given by Lemma 5, and their conjugates, will have absolute 
value at least 21izb, since the angle between (- 1)f and (- l),+Zy’ was 
shown to be at most 7r/2. There will be 2b - a distinct numbers of the form 
2klr-e?r 
2b-a ’ 
and if (b,a) = 1, the multiples by b of these numbers will be distinct and 
equally spaced around the. circle. The inequality on bu means in effect that 
bu must he in a certain i of circle. Therefore $ (2b - a) - 1 values of u give 
rise to roots of the equation. Another 5 (2b - a) - 1 roots are given by the 
conjugates of these roots. Thus there are at least f (3b/2) -2 roots of the 
equation with absolute value at least 211zb. This gives a constant c for all 
values of b > 6. The inf of this c and the values of the limit for the finite set 
ofpairs{a,b}witha<b<6giveacvalidforeverya,b. 1 
Since we only used e,f to ensure the determinant was non-zero, we also 
have: 
THEOREM 6*. Let a and b be positive integers and a < b. There exists a 
constant c > 1 such that for any a, b 
liminfIdet(Z+P”+Z’b)I1/” > c 
if the liminf is taken over prime values of n only. 
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3. GEOMETRIC MEANS 
THEOREM 7. Let u(n) tend to infinity with n, where n ranges over prime 
numbers. Let k(n) be a sequence of integers such that k(n)& ab-’ (mod n) 
for any a, b with Ial, lb1 < u(n). Then 
approaches 
1 - 
/ 27r 0 
2~‘310g(2+2cose)d0 
as n tends to infinity over prime numbers. 
Proof. We first show that the pairs ( j, kj) mod n are uniformly distrib- 
uted in a certain sense. Let f(x, y) be any continuous function of two 
variables on the unit circle. Let [ be ezRi/“. Then 
By the Weierstrass theorem it is only necessary to verify this result for 
f(x, y) = x”y b. But for any fixed a, b, not both zero, 
whenever n is large enough that k cannot be represented as - a/b. This 
agrees with 
Likewise we have equality when a= b = 0. This proves the uniform distribu- 
tion, 
The function we are interested in, log11 + x + yl, fails to be continuous at 
the points (e2d/3,e4ai/3) and (e4”‘i3, e 2ni/3). However, the result does hold for 
all the continuous functions sup{logll + x + yl, a} for a ER, and we will 
show these can be used instead. 
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Consider the set T of i such that 1 il <[n/2] and ]1+5’+<4] < 6. On this 
set -S<]1+5’]-l<S, so ]2cos(7Tj/12)-1]<8. If S<$, the mean value 
theorem implies 
2cos(nj/n) 0.8 < x < 1, 
for 27ij/n near 2~/3, and a similar result near -2~/3. 
If n is a pime >3, [2rj/n -2r/3/ must be at least 2a/3n. By 
essentially the same argument as above we have I 1 + Ej + [ 4 I> 12 cos( r//n) - 
1 I. Therefore 
taken over i in the set T, is greater than or equal to 
2~ 4 817 4 4 ---_... 
3n 5 3n 5 
(The fourth power is from the fact that T consists of four parts.) Here 
s = [(15&/24m)-;I. Thi s e xp ression is greater than or equal to 
{(S+1)!}4’n 
n4(s + 1)/n 
> c+S4” 1 
for a constant C, independent of all choices. And II] 1 + 5’ + 5h ]1/n for j E T is 
less than 1. Thus 
< U]logS] + 46(logS] + 
n 
8(logC 1 ( 
< C,S]logS] + 6]logC,], (1) 
where C, is a constant independent of all choices. Thus if 6-O with n, this 
difference will tend to zero. 
Now we use the same approach to the integral. Let Tl be the set of 0,# 
such that ]l+e”+e’~(<& We have (1+e’B+e*]>max{]2cos(8/2)- 
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11, )2cos(J//2) - II}. so Tr is contained in the set Z’s = { 0, # : 12 cos(O/Z) - 1) < 
6, 12cos($/2) - 11 <S}. 
s log11 + eie + e’+\&d# r, 
> 
/ 
log~2cos(B/2) - lIdf?& 
r2 
> 16( ,5)‘(1og8 - 1). 
This shows 
is defined as a Cauchy principal value, and 
1 
- ssup{ f,logS } dxdy - --& lfdxdy G C,6k@ 
42 
(2) 
for a constant Ca independent of all choices. 
From (1) and (2) and th e uniform distribution of (i, ki) mod n it follows 
that 
for every value of k satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem. 
Then an evaluation of 
proves the theorem. n 
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THEOREM 8. There exists a constant d > 1 such that if n is prime, n > 3, 
then 
(detX] l’” > d 
for all n x n circulant X whose row sums are three. 
Proof. For any positive integer p and positive real number r there exists 
a positive integer #( p, r) such that for n > #( p, r) and p > b > a > 0 and 
(b, a) = 1, 
This is true because for any fixed a, b with b > a > 0 and (a, b) = 1 the 
expression on the left tends to zero. [For (a, b) = 1 there are at most two ei 
such that I@,( = 1, and these will be cube roots of unity]. 
Take r = (c - 1)/2 for c as in Theorem 6*. Then for a circukmt I + P + Pk, 
1 < k < n, suppose k can be represented as + ba-’ (mod n) with b > a > 0 
such that n > #(2p, r). Then it can be represented in this form with b > a > 0 
and (b, a) = 1 unless k = - 1, in which case we can replace the circulant with 
I + P+ P’. Then we can replace the circulant with a circulant I+ Pa(‘) + 
PbC1), where b(l)>a(l)>O, (b(l),a(l))=l and b(l)<2b. It follows from 
Theorem 6* that 
II Ioil > c* 
PI>1 
Therefore 
lll(OF-l)ll’n > l+r. 
So with d = 1 + r the theorem holds in this case. 
Other values of k will be treated by Theorem 7 with u(n) the largest 
number b such that # (2b, r) < n, or 1 if no such b exists. This sequence will 
tend to infinity. For any sequence of such numbers k, 
]det(l+ P+ Pk)ll/” 
will converge to 1.38.. . . 
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Therefore there must be a lower bound on 
Idet(I+ P+ Pk)ll/“. 
With d equal to this bound the theorem holds in the present case. This 
proves the theorem. n 
5. AN EXAMPLE 
THEOREM 9. For fixed k let X,, be the matrix which has ones exactly in 
those locations i, j such that i = 1, i = j + 1, or i + k = i. Then the pemunent of 
X,, satisfies the recursion formula 
p--X, = perX,_, + perX,_k_l. 
Let Y,, be the matrix obtained from X,, by adding a 1 entry in location 
(1,n). Then 
per Y, = 1 + perX,. 
Proof. Expand per X,, by minors on the first column. The first minor 
gives per X, _ i. The second gives the permanent of a matrix for which any 
non-zero diagonal in the first k columns must pass through 
(2, l), (3,2), . . . ,(l,k). When th e rows and columns of all these entries have 
been deleted, the matrix X,_,_ i is obtained. 
It can be seen that exactly one generalized diagonal passes through 
(1, n)-entry in Y,,. This proves the second formula. n 
COROLLARY 10. Let r, be the largest root of xk+’ - xk - 1. Then 
,lym (perX?J iIn = hm ( yn)lin = r,. n->a, 
REMARK. This implies for instance that we can take a circulant with 
row sums equal to 3, change 30 consecutive ones on the main diagonal to 
zero, and have a matrix Y with 
(per Y )1’n < 1.088 < 3/e 
of arbitrarily large size. 
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COROLLARY 11. By choosing k large, 
can be made arbitrarily close to 1. In fact 
$nm @xX,)"" < l- 
Proof. By Corollary 10, this limit will be the 
Y ‘+‘=yk+l. Let z=l/y, so that l=z+zk+‘. But 
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largest real root of 
can be shown by takingbgarithms of both sides and expanding the left hand 
side in the power series for log(1 - x). Therefore 
z > 1 _lodk+l) 
k+l * 
This proves the corollary. n 
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